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1. Introduction

Self-organization can be defined as a process
in which the internal level of organization of
a system increases automatically without being
guided or managed by an outside source [1]. Self-
organization has been discussed, since long, in a
number of disciplines ranging from physics to bi-
ology and recently, the popularity of the term
has increased and it has even appeared in the
popular vocabulary. We can currently observe
a swarm — to paraphrase the term — of books
being published to explain this, so called by the
authors, fantastic phenomenon, see [2–7] for ti-
tles that focus in the swarming approach to self-
organization. These are in addition to the few
books in the field discussing the topic from a more
academic perspective [8–12]. In the last few years,
we have witnessed the birth of nature-inspired
self-organization also as a field of computer sci-
ence. The reason for this upspring is easy to state:
the dynamism of IT scenarios like worldwide In-
ternet computing and pervasive and ubiquitous
computing makes it impossible to think in ad-
vance of the complex chain of interactions, and
the cascading side effects arising in complex dis-
tributed applications. For this reason, the com-
plexity of software applications can no longer be
managed with traditional top-down techniques.
Instead, components must be able to take care

of themselves and handle unanticipated dynamic
situations. The self-organizing phenomena found
in nature are a perfect example of these capa-
bilities. Insect colonies and biological cells are
able to organize their activities and achieve tasks
with exceptional robustness despite harsh and dy-
namic environments.

This paper aims to present a review on the
state of the art of nature-inspired self-organizing
mechanisms in computer science. We explore
where such mechanisms may be a valuable – or
at least noteworthy – alternative to classical ap-
proaches. The paper is divided as follows: in
Section 2 we discuss on the fundamental role
of interaction mechanisms with regard to self-
organization. Moreover, we present a taxonomy
to classify such interaction mechanisms that em-
phasizes their role in supporting self-organization.
In Section 3 we review, with the help of the in-
troduced taxonomy, a number of nature-inspired
self-organizing mechanisms. In Section 4, we
present some of the main research efforts trying to
apply self-organization concepts to develop com-
puter science applications. Finally, Section 5 con-
tains our concluding remarks.

2. Interaction in Self-Organization

Natural self-organizing systems are constituted
by a large number of individuals who interact
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and coordinate to achieve tasks exceeding their
capabilities as single individuals. These systems
can scale to enormous sizes since interaction is lo-
cal between individuals, rather than using some
global medium. The way in which the individuals
interact is of paramount importance and most of
the benefits involved in self-organization are actu-
ally due to the right way of interacting. When we
talk about interaction and coordination we refer
to any kind of mechanisms allowing some indi-
viduals to orchestrate and influence each other’s
activities. In this section, we study the space
of possible interaction mechanisms. We classify
the interaction mechanisms according to a specific
taxonomy to illustrate their strengths and weak-
nesses. This study and the resulting taxonomy
will ground the discussion in the next section.

Among all the possible interaction mechanisms,
we will focus only on uncoupled and anonymous
ones. Uncoupled and anonymous interaction can
be defined by the fact that the two interaction
partners need neither to know each other in ad-
vance, nor to be connected at the same time in
the network. For example, an interaction based
on a sort of message in a bottle clearly belongs to
this category. Uncoupled and anonymous interac-
tion has many advantages. It naturally suits open
systems, where the number and the identities of
components are not known at design time. It
suits also dynamic scenarios in that components
can interact also in presence of network glitches
an temporary failures. Moreover, it fosters ro-
bustness in that components are not bound to
interact with prespecified partners, but interact
with whoever is available. Summarizing, uncou-
pled and anonymous interaction is suited in those
dynamic scenarios where an unspecified number
of possibly varying components need to coordi-
nate and self-organize their respective activities.
Not surprisingly, this kind of interaction is ubiq-
uitous in nature; cells, insects and animals adopt
it to achieve a wide range of self-organizing be-
haviors The above cited message in a bottle is just
an example of this kind of mechanisms and many
more are conceivable. In order to proceed system-
atically, to differenciate mechanisms and to order
our presentation it is useful to create a taxonomy.
It is based on the answers to the following three

questions: (i) what information is communicated,
(ii) what is the flow of information, (iii) how is
information used. We use it to order the possi-
ble uncoupled and anonymous interaction mecha-
nisms and to highlight their strengths and weak-
nesses to support self-organizing systems.

2.1. What information is communicated?
Two kinds of communicated information can be

distinguished [13]: (i) Marker-based Interactions:
the information being communicated consists of
special markers that agents use explicitly for the
purpose of interaction. This is a kind of explicit
interaction: actions like emitting sounds or phero-
mones are explicitly taken to communicate.

(ii) Sematectonic Interactions: the information
communicated is the current state of the environ-
ment. This is a kind of implicit interaction: the
local configuration of what is being done guides
the actions. For example, when sorting items, the
fact of placing similar items at a certain spot is
not only a part of the solution, it is also a “signal”
saying: “this kind of stuff goes there”.

Sematectonic interaction is inherently cheaper
than marker-based one. In fact, while in marker-
based mechanisms, the interaction is an addi-
tional task that the agents have to undertake
(i.e., they have to actively produce some marker),
in sematectonic mechanisms, the interaction is
embedded in the actual problem-solving task.
On the other hand, marker-based interaction is
more expressive than sematectonic one, in that
the interaction-part can arbitrarily describe the
problem-solving activities. While it is always pos-
sible to recreate a sematectonic interaction adopt-
ing a marker-based approach (e.g., markers can
describe the current state of the solution), the
opposite is not true (e.g., with markers is it pos-
sible to differentiate two solutions’ states that
look the same). Marker-based approaches are
rooted on a shared communication facility where
agents can post and retrieve information. Se-
matectonic interaction requires that the solution
space is shared and observable by the agents.

2.2. What is the flow of information?
(i) Serendipitous: following this interaction

mechanism, agents produce data and leave it in
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the environment. This environment is conceptu-
ally a space in which agents and data etc. are sit-
uated. It might also be represented by multiple
spaces, so that data and agents can be concep-
tually situated in several localities. Agents need
to actively search for information in that space,
which remains at its initial location. For exam-
ple, as it will be detailed in the following, in the
Linda approach [14], agents can leave tuples, con-
taining information, in a shared data space, and
can access tuples left by other agents through a
pattern-matching mechanism. In this approach
there is not an explicit way to direct a message
to a specific recipient. The communication hap-
pens serendipitously.

(ii) Diffusion: here data is diffused across the
environment to a large number of agents. This
resembles broadcast “communication” where in-
formation is sent to whoever listens.

An interaction mechanism based on the diffu-
sion of information requires a communication in-
frastructure more powerful than a serendipitous
mechanism. In the diffusion case data needs to
be transmitted to where the agents are. In the
serendipitous approach, data can remain confined
within a specific storage facility waiting for the
agents to come by.

2.3. How information is used?
(i) Trigger-based: the reading of specific data

triggers some actions on the agent. This is a kind
of event notification and is the standard approach
to agent coordination. For example, to coordi-
nate movements, an agent can interact with an-
other agent by leaving a message with something
like “go to coordinate (100,100)”. On the basis
of the information received, the latter agent can
proceed to the new target.

(ii) Follow-through: the interaction is not based
on individual events triggering “one-shot” reac-
tions. Instead the information being communi-
cated drives the agent actions step-by-step. For
example, to coordinate movements, an agent can
leave a trail to be followed by another agent later
on. In this way, the perception of the trail does
not trigger single reactions, but constantly guides
the agent activities.

All the above answers are not a complete and
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Figure 1. Interaction mechanism and associated
self-organizing mechanisms

exhaustive list of all the possible alternatives.
They are just landmark points and also interme-
diate and mixed approaches are conceivable.

On the basis of the three questions, we can
classify and represent different interaction mecha-
nisms in a 3-dimensional space (see Figure 1). In
the following section, we will show how most of
the identified self-organizing strategies in nature
fit well in this taxonomy.

3. Self-Organization Mechanisms

Self-organization is a phenomenon that takes
place in several biological multi-agent systems.
Social insects, by self-organizing their activities,
achieve goals that overcome by far their capabil-
ities as single individuals [9,15]. Other animals
also demonstrate self-organized behavior. For in-
stance large herds are completely decentralized
and not influenced by any kind of leader, and still
are able to perform complex coordinated activi-
ties. A lot of the self-organized phenomena found
in nature provide a useful inspiration to solve
computer science problems. In the following we
will survey different self-organization mechanisms
showing how they fit in the sketched survey-space.
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3.1. Foraging
Foraging individuals self organize their activ-

ities to stochastically explore some environment
in search of food or other resources [9,15]. An
example are ants that leave a pheromone path in
the environment after they found food found and
are on the return to their nest. The existence
of pheromones has an influence on the stochas-
tic decision of other forager individuals — the
more pheromone available the more likely an in-
dividual crossing the pheromone trail will choose
that path. The pheromone is volatile and dis-
appears from the environment after some time.
This is negative feedback and results in old paths
to food being forgotten if not exploited anymore.
We call mechanisms similar to ant foraging by
pheromones “foraging” in the following, knowing
that there are foraging processes in biology that
do not use pheromones.

Considering our taxonomy, foraging is marker-
based in that the pheromones emitted by the in-
dividuals are explicitly conceived to enable in-
teractions. It is serendipitous since an individ-
ual wanders randomly until it crosses by chance
a pheromone trial. It is follow-through in that
sensing a pheromone does not trigger one-shot
reactions. Rather, pheromones form distributed
structures like trails to be continuously followed.

The foraging mechanism finds natural applica-
tions in a wide number of computer science sce-
narios, ranging from network routing to optimiza-
tion algorithms.

3.2. Nest Building
Another interesting way of self organization is

the mechanism by which a swarm of individuals
can cooperatively build a nest or another com-
plex structure. The building can be realized with-
out the presence of any cental engineer or mas-
ter plan, but relying on an effective interaction
mechanism and some simple local rules followed
by the individuals. In a wide range of natural
systems the building process is performed follow-
ing to this schema: (i) individuals create small
“bricks” (typically made of bodily waste), which
contains pheromones. (ii) They wander ran-
domly, but prefer the direction of the strongest lo-
cal pheromone concentration. (iii) At each step,

they decide stochastically whether to deposit the
current brick. (iv) The probability of making a
deposit increases with the local pheromone den-
sity.

This algorithm leads to the generation of scat-
tered initial deposits. These deposits attract in-
dividuals and increase the probability that these
individuals will leave a brick there. The most
recent deposits are placed at the center of the
pile. So, they are the strongest and piles tend to
grow vertically rather than horizontally, forming
columns. When columns grow near, the scent of
each attracts individuals of the other, thus pulling
subsequent deposits into the shape of an arch. For
example, tropical termites can build nests more
than 15 feet high and 10 tons in weight. These
nests are multi-story structures providing storage
for food, housing the brood, and protection for
the population.

In out taxonomy, nest-building is rooted on a
marker-based, serendipitous, trigger-based inter-
action mechanism. It is marker-based in that
the pheromones left by individuals in bricks are
explicitly conceived to enable interactions. It
is serendipitous in that individuals wander ran-
domly until they find pheromones. It is trigger-
based in that pheromones do not form paths
that constantly drive individual activities, but the
presence of single pheromones triggers the release
of the brick.

This kind of mechanism, as detailed in the next
section, finds natural applications in robotics —
i.e., robots collectively building some artifact.

3.3. Molding and Aggregation
Molding is when individuals are attracted by

specialized food sources or other resources avail-
able in the environment [16]. If food is plentiful
the individuals wander autonomously looking for
food. When food becomes scarce, the individ-
uals move toward one another forming a cluster.
Then the cluster begins crawling the environment
as a single super cell looking for a more favorable
spot. When it finds such a place, it differentiates
again, individuals are re-created and a new cycle
begins. During the phase of the molding individu-
als produce a specialized chemical that diffuses in
the neighborhood. Individuals are also attracted
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by the same pheromone. They follow a gradient
of the chemical, tending to aggregate where the
chemical is the strongest. The molding process is
exploited by several bacteria and microorganisms
to survive harsh environments.

Molding with the additional connotation of ag-
gregation is rooted on a marker-based interaction
mechanism in that is uses a pheromone conceived
for that purpose. It is based on diffusionin that
the pheromone diffuses in the environment creat-
ing a gradient. It is follow-through since individ-
uals are continuously driven by the gradient.

This kind of mechanism finds natural applica-
tions in robotics and team coordination — for
example, a rescue team can decide to aggregate
when particularly difficult conditions are met.

3.4. Morphogenesis
Morphogenesis is one of the major outstanding

problems in the biological sciences. It concerns
the fundamental question of how biological form
is generated starting from an immense number
of biological cells that self-organize their activ-
ities. For example a wide range of species use
morphogen gradients to determine positional in-
formation of cells. Cells at one end of the embryo
emit a morphogen that diffuses along the length
of the embryo. The concentration of this mor-
phogen is used by other undifferentiated cells to
determine their distance from the emitting end,
and thus determining whether they lie in the
head, thorax or abdominal regions [17]. Differ-
ent morphogens are used for determining the po-
sition along other dimensions. This mechanism
has been widely studied — also experimentally
— in the Drosophilae embryo.

In our taxonomy, this mechanism is marker-
based in that it involves specialized chemicals
(the morphogen gradients) to communicate. It
is based on diffusion in that morphogen chemi-
cals diffuse to enable long range communications.
It is trigger-based in that the chemical induce one
shot cell differentiation.

This mechanism can be fruitfully applied in a
number of computer science scenarios such as in
modular robotics and self-assembly. In these ap-
plications a swarm of robots uses virtual mor-
phogens to achieve a final global shape.

3.5. Web Weaving
Web weaving is the mechanism in which in-

dividuals build collectively webs that are used
both to easily roam across an environment and
to capture preys passing nearby. The web weav-
ing activity is based on the low-level task of con-
necting two ground spots with a dragline. The
web, in the end, is composed by an aerial net-
work of draglines, hooked to fixed spots on the
ground. It is important to remark that, once
fixed, a dragline provides a new, shortest path be-
tween two spots. Similarly to the foraging mecha-
nism, individuals roam randomly across the envi-
ronment weaving a dragline between two random
spots. However, individuals are attracted by al-
ready existing draglines and prefer walking upon
one of them rather than on the ground. This
facilitates the chance of having a dragline begin-
ning where another ends, and thus facilitates the
web creation. In biological systems, the likeli-
hood of walking upon a dragline has been care-
fully tuned. If it is too low, no web is built and all
available space filled with disconnected segments.
If it is too high, individuals are trapped in their
own draglines and no real weaving occurs. This
mechanisms is exploited by several spider species
around the world. The Anelosium eximius which
can be found in French Guiana is one of them.
The individuals live together, share the same web
and cooperate in various activities.

Following our taxonomy, there is an interac-
tion mechanism that is sematectonic, in that the
very mechanism used to communicate is the web
that individuals are building. It is serendipitous,
in that individuals find each other silk draglines
by chance. It is follow-through in that the web
does not trigger one-shot reactions, but guides
constantly individuals movements and weaving.

This mechanism can be applied to file retrieval
in peer-to-peer systems and network routing. Vir-
tual draglines can connect host or resources to al-
low them to be quickly discovered and retrieved.

3.6. Brood Sorting
Brood sorting is the mechanism in which indi-

viduals self-organize their activities to collectively
sort items such as eggs and microlarvea. Enabling
this operation is that individuals just wander ran-
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domly and pick up and drop items according to
the number of similar surrounding objects. For
example, if an individual finds a large cluster of
similar items together with a different one, it will
most likely pick up the misplaced item and start
roaming around. That individual will probably
deposit its load in a region containing other items
similar to the one he is carrying. The workers of
the ant Leptothorax unifasciatus sort the colonys
brood adopting this mechanism.

In our taxonomy this is sematectonic since the
sorting process itself drives coordination. It is
serendipitous because individuals have to stum-
ble onto a pile of e.g. larvae to coordinate. It is
trigger-based in that a pile of items triggers one-
shot pick-up or release of the items. This mecha-
nism can represent a solution to database organi-
zation and virus protection. A swarm of compu-
tational agents can review system resources, clus-
ter them and eventually detect outliers.

3.7. Flocking, Schooling and Herding
Flocking is a self-organized behavior that takes

place when individuals are driven by three local
forces: collision avoidance, speed matching and
flock centering. Schooling and herding are driven
by similar forces [18]. Collision avoidance consists
of individuals being programmed to pull away be-
fore crashing into one another. Speed matching
relates to the attempt of the individuals to go
at the same speed of their neighbors. Centering
is the idea that individuals have a notion of the
center of the flock and that they always try to
move toward the center. More importantly, this
coordinated movement happens without a leader
— any individual can maneuver at any time [10].
More recently, Toner and Tu [19] have demon-
strated that flocks never attain equilibrium, thus
the flock is an entity that is continuing in char-
acteristic but unpredictable in pattern formation.
Flocking as well as schooling are common to sim-
ulate birds and fish behavior. As opposed to for-
aging, individuals here move less randomly. The
attractiveness of flocks and schools to individuals
is directly but not linearly proportional to its size
[20]. In these systems, the presence of sentinels
is also common. Sentinels in a herd are individ-
uals that under certain environmental conditions

are more sensitive to stimuli like sound, smell,
approach of danger, and react earlier than other
individuals [21]. After the sentinel moves, others
tend to follow due to the forces mentioned above.

Following our taxonomy, flocking is sematec-
tonic in that is the very flocking formation that
drives coordination. It is based on diffusion in
that information (visual information or wind tur-
bulence) spread in space and can be sensed by
other individuals at a distance. It is follow-
through because it continuously drives motion.

This mechanism can represent a solution to mo-
tion coordination in a wide range of scenarios.
For example a swarm of rovers or UAVs (Un-
manned Airspace Vehicles) could use a flocking
mechanism to roam across an environment.

3.8. Quorum
Quorum is the mechanism in which individuals

self-organize their activities to sense how many
other similar individuals are around them and re-
act accordingly. The reaction normally relates to
performing some action once a specific quorum
is reached. This mechanism is possible because
the actions of individuals diffuse some signal in
their neighborhood and the density of the signal
triggers the action. As in foraging, the signal is
assumed to disappear over time, however quorum
normally triggers an action that has a fixed du-
ration in time, meaning that the speed at which
the signal fades is not as crucial as in foraging.
Quorum is common in bacterial individuals such
as the vibrio fisheri, a species of bioluminescent
bacteria found in several niches in the marine en-
vironment; they reside in the light-emitting or-
gans of certain species of squids and fish of the
deep ocean. They use quorum to decide when
to produce bioluminescence; they release a bio-
luminescent hormone while monitoring the levels
bioluminescence in the environment.

Following our taxonomy, Quorum is rooted on
an interaction mechanism that is sematectonic in
that the action used to interact is also the one
that individuals want to coordinate (e.g. light-
emissions in vibrio fisheri). It is based on diffusion
(e.g. in the vibrio fisheri the bioluminescent hor-
mone diffuses across the population). It is trigger
based ; receiving light information triggers actions.
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4. Current Research

Several self-organization mechanisms appear
very suitable in handling a number of relevant
computer science scenarios. In the following we
review applications for self-organization in several
areas of computer science by referring to concrete
existing work or illustrate it by possible applica-
tions that can be easily conceived. Evidence on
the specific implementations of these scenarios is
subject to future work.

Five main areas could naturally benefit from
the presented self organized behaviors: middle-
ware, information systems and management, se-
curity, robotics, and network management. Each
area will be discussed in the next subsections.

4.1. Middleware
The development of middleware is essential to

almost to all fields of applied computer science,
but they are particularly important to distributed
systems and multi-agent systems as they encap-
sulate mechanism to allow the coordination and
organization of processes and data respectively.
Self-organization in middleware is becoming more
attractive since the complexity of the problems in
the field goes beyond the capabilities of standard
approaches. In this section we divide the area
of middleware into four application areas namely
Grid Computing, Coordination Systems, Cache
Replacement Systems, and Pervasive Computing.

4.1.1. Grid Computing
The general ideas of Grid Computing can

be traced as far back as the seventies with
researchers at Xerox PARC who envisioned a
“worm” that could travel in a distributed sys-
tem to utilize the computers idle time. Project
like Condor [22] were proposed in the eighties.
Grid Computing has been more of a “promise”
in computer science than “reality”. Despite the
many success stories [23–25], the original idea of
integrating heterogeneous systems in this nearly
seamless framework has not happened at the pace
it was expected. For such a framework, com-
puting resources need to become a commodity in
which users do not need to worry about how it
works but only about what they need and how
much they can afford to pay for what they need.
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Figure 2. Middleware infrastructures in the tax-
onomy space.

Resource utilization is the sine qua non to per-
formance in Grid environments: computers need
to be well utilized, data need to be located where
it is mostly needed, and services need to be eas-
ily found. At the same time this has to occur in
a very dynamic environment, since computers in
Grids can even be desktops with up-times that
are not guaranteed The resource utilization need
to be adaptive to cope with such conditions while
maintaining system with small overhead.

Self-organized mechanisms such as foraging,
molding, and brood sorting offers a way to re-
think resource utilization in Grid frameworks.
Foraging is a desirable mechanism to emerge so-
lutions for finding and placing resources. A well
implemented foraging approach can yield solu-
tions that enable programs to locate resources
with near minimum effort. One can envision a
grid framework in which histories of where ser-
vices have been located in the past are used as a
positive reinforcement to the decision of where to
look for such services. Such histories can have a
pheromone-like characteristics forcing the system
to “forget” old histories. For instance, [26] looked
at the use of foraging as a distribution mechanism
for services (see Figure 2).

Molding and brood sorting are more adequate
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to devise an approach to organize grid resources
according to similarities. Brood sorting can be
the basis for organizing data in certain locations
in the Grid according to similarities or based on
a need by processes providing a emergent solu-
tion to the problem of load-balancing. Molding
on the other hand can be used in conjunction to
brood-sorting as a controlling mechanism to avoid
over clustering. The differentiation mechanism
in molding can serve the purpose of controlling
the aggregation of data in only one location on
the grid. As the cluster gets larger (thus mov-
ing towards becoming a bottleneck), molding can
influence a new differentiation phase to form clus-
ters in other locations in the grid. The emergent
pattern is the formation of various clusters dis-
tributed on the Grid.

4.1.2. Coordination Systems
Tuple-based coordination models like Linda,

have been successful in tackling the intricacies
of medium-to-large-scale open systems [14]. The
atomic units of interaction here are tuples which
is a structured set of typed data items. Coordina-
tion activities between application agents (there
included synchronization) can take place via in-
direct exchange of tuples through a shared tu-
ple space. The coordination primitives access
and manipulate a shared tuple space. A tuple
can be written in the tuple space or retrieved
via an associative — pattern matching — mech-
anism. Agents can coordinate their actions —
in a completely uncoupled way — on the ba-
sis of the presence or the lack of specific tuples.
Linda’s tuple-space model is incorporated in com-
mercial middleware platforms such as Jini [27]
and GigaSpaces [28]. However, it has not gained
widespread acceptance as middleware for large-
scale distributed systems. Currently, the domi-
nating options for implementing distributed tu-
plespaces are:

(i) Centralization is a simple client-server
distribution strategy where one specific server-
machine operates the complete tuple space. (ii)
Partitioning of tuple spaces co-locates tuples with
common characteristics in one of a a set of tuple-
space servers. (iii) Full replication places com-
plete copies of tuple spaces on several different

machines. (iv) Intermediate replication has been
proposed in the early of Linda [29]. The schema
bases on a grid of nodes formed by logical inter-
secting “busses”. Each node is part of exactly one
outbus and one inbus. Data stored is replicated
on all nodes of the outbus, whereas searches are
performed on the inbus. As one inbus intersects
all outbusses, it provides a complete view of the
tuple space.

None of these approaches scale well with the
number of processes in the system. SwarmLinda
[30–33] is an attempt to transfer the foraging and
brood sorting mechanisms from natural agent sys-
tems to the implementation of large-scale distri-
bution of a tuplespace.

In SwarmLinda the partitioning of the tuple
space is dynamic and based on the concept of
brood sorting used by ants. The individuals that
operate here are tuple-ants. The environment is
the network of SwarmLinda nodes. The state is
the set of tuples stored thus far. A SwarmLinda
implementation may use brood sorting in the pro-
cess of tuple distribution to group tuples based on
their template which will lead to the formation of
clusters of tuples.

The approach is able to improve the availabil-
ity of the system without having to count on
costly techniques such a replication of data. In
the ant-based approach, there are no assumptions
about the behavior of applications, there is no
pre-defined distribution schema, and there are no
special scenarios implemented to deal with fail-
ures in a node.

Ants look for food in the proximity of the
anthill. Once found, the food is brought bach
and a trail is left so that other ants may know
where food can be found. They know the way
back because they have a short memory of the last
few steps they took and also because the anthill
has a distinctive scent that can be tracked by the
ants. In a tuple space context, foraging of ants
can be abstracted by looking at tuples as food.
The locations where the tuples are stored is the
terrain while the templates are seen as ants that
wander in the locations in search of tuples. The
anthill is the process that executed the operation.
The result of this is the emergence of application
specific paths between tuple producers and con-
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sumers. Since scents are volatile, the paths can
dynamically adapt to changes in the system.

There are further occasions in the imple-
mentation of a Linda-like system to use self-
organization. The named references give more
details on how to show an adaptive behavior for
collections of similar tuples by using tuple-ants
and how to balance tuple- and template move-
ment dynamically by using the ant-abstraction
both for tuples and templates (see Figure 2).

4.1.3. Adaptive Web Cache Replacement
Part of the overall Web middleware are Web

caches that minimize latency for Web requests.
User-side caches act as proxies for servers and re-
ceive requests for information. They store a copy
of it when transferring it to the client. When an-
other client asks for the same information, it can
be taken from the cache’s store thereby minimiz-
ing the load for servers and the response time.
Server-side caches are used to minimize load on
servers for dynamic pages by storing the result for
a retrieval for further accesses. They shield the
server from the accesses that trigger processing,
thereby minimizing the load of the servers and in
turn lowering its response time for other dynamic
information items. The cache tries to optimize
the hit rate which measures the ratio of informa-
tion items found in the cache versus those those
that had to be retrieved from the actual target
server. An important decision has to be taken
when the limited cache size is taken up by stored
copies of information entities and some have to be
selected for removal. The choice is critical for the
caches performance if the “wrong” objects are re-
moved, namely those that will be retrieved again
soon. There are numerous techniques for cache
placement and replacement [34]. They all exhibit
optimal performance only for specific character-
istics of the stream of requests. Today, a Web
cache implementations select one of those strate-
gies statically, mostly the LRU strategy. It would
be interesting to have the cache dynamically se-
lect a strategy for the current stream of requests.

The foraging mechanism appears suitable in
this context. One can imagine that cache hits
can be used as food for virtual ants representing
web cache entries. As long as a virtual ant get

enough food (i.e., hits) it remains in cache. The
ants that die out of food are replaced. To enforce
adaptiveness, we can let ants spread pheromones
indicating where are the resources most likely to
be accessed. Newly created ants could follow such
pheromones to predict what resources will be ac-
cessed in the future, and to crate novel relevant
entries in the cache [35] (see Figure 2).

4.1.4. Pervasive Computing Systems
Pervasive computing introduces some peculiar

challenging requirements in the development of
distributed software systems: (i) since new agents
can leave and arrive at any time, and can roam
across different environments, applications have
to be adaptive, and capable of dealing with such
changes in a flexible and unsupervised way; (ii)
the activities of the software systems are often
contextual, i.e., strictly related to the environ-
ment in which the systems execute (e.g., a room
or a street), whose characteristics are typically a
priori unknown, thus requiring to dynamically en-
force context-awareness; (iii) the adherence to the
above requirements must not clash with the need
for promoting a simple programming model possi-
bly yielding light infrastructures. Unfortunately,
current practice in distributed software develop-
ment, as supported by currently available mid-
dleware infrastructures, is unlikely to effectively
address the above requirement: (i) application
agents are typically strictly coupled in their inter-
actions, thus making it difficult to promote and
support spontaneous interoperations; (ii) agents
are provided with either no contextual informa-
tion at all or with only low-expressive information
(e.g., raw local data or simple events), which are
difficult to be exploited for complex coordination
activities; (iii) due to the above, the results is
usually an increase of both application and sup-
porting environment complexity.

Field-based coordination relies on virtual com-
putational fields (e.g., distributed data struc-
tures), mimicking gravitational and electromag-
netic fields, as the basic mechanisms with which
to coordinate activities in open and dynamic en-
sembles of application components. This enables
components to spontaneously interact with each
other via the mediation of fields and — as in phys-
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ical systems — to self-organize their activity pat-
terns. All of this with the additional advantage
that — unlike in real-world physical systems —
one can shape fields according to any needed vir-
tual physical law, to achieve a variety of coordi-
nation patterns in support of a variety of applica-
tion goals. Accordingly to the description given
in Section 2, we can say that field based coor-
dination takes inspiration from both the mold-
ing and the morphogenesis metaphors. The main
value of fields relies in that they can create dis-
tributed data structures providing agents with
the right contextual information at the right lo-
cation. Such a contextual information can prof-
itably guides the agents’ activities and supports
their coordination. The model Co-Fields [36] and
the middleware TOTA [37] support the spread-
ing of fields across an ad-hoc network of perva-
sive computing devices. TOTA tuples are char-
acterized in terms of three parameters (C,P,M).
C is the content of the tuple. It represents the
information being carried on; such as the field
properties and their magnitude. P is the prop-
agation rule. It specifies how the tuple has to
diffuse across the network. M is the maintenance
rule, it specifies how the tuple should change upon
network reconfigurations and external events. An
API allows the creation of tuples — fields — and
the injection of them in the network. Agents co-
ordinate on the basis of the configuration of tuples
— fields — sensed in their local environment. In a
motion coordination application, for example, an
agent could inject a tuple with an integer value
that increases as the tuple propagates across the
network. Another agent could follow the gradient
of this tuple to discover and reach the location
where the first agent is located (see Figure 2).

4.2. Information systems and management
4.2.1. Database Organization

Despite all research in database management
systems, the main concepts are still based on
IBM’s original concept proposal — the first
databases built on SQL in the market were Or-
acle version 2 and SQL/DS from IBM and they
could handle very small quantities of data.

Nowadays, we are dealing with amounts of data
that are hard to imagine and systems configu-

rations that were never thought of by the first
proponents of database ideas, like the the CERN
project on the exabyte (1018 bytes) database for
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments [38].
The job of physically organizing large amounts of
data is quite a challenge to be resolved because no
single machine is be able to store them — hence
distribution is sine qua non.

A similar problem is the organization of small
quantities of data scattered over small devices. In
these scenarios, devices (such as sensors can hold
small amounts of data that need to be organized
in a way so that queries can performed efficiently.

Self-organized approaches are excellent for
data organization. Distributed database systems
(DDS) is a collection of logically interrelated
databases distributed across various physical lo-
cations [39]. In addition to the database itself, we
need a distributed database management system.
The data distribution aims at improving perfor-
mance while maintaining transparency, reliability
and cost savings. Self-organization inspired by
brood sorting may be used to provide an adap-
tive distribution of data based on criteria based
on the database tables, records, and even fields.
The criteria can also be physical (e.g. secure data
should be maintained in pre-defined secure sites)

The resulting distribution is adaptive to the ac-
tivities being carried out, the size of the database,
and other factors. One can envision an algo-
rithm for data distribution based on brood sort-
ing where each young corresponds to an element
of the database. These elements have incentives
to find locations where similar elements are lo-
cated. To avoid bottlenecks we need to use scales
of feedback where positive feedback becomes neg-
ative after some threshold. These concepts are
very similar to the ideas of self-tuning databases
such as the project COMFORT [40] which advo-
cates that DBMSs should be without Data Base
Administrators. Issues such as load balancing can
be self-regulatory so that the performance of the
system is kept at good levels despite the its usage.
Requirements such as these are well addressed by
self-organized approaches as the ones described
above in which elements of the database are able
to move in a reactive way depending on the load
of the system (see Figure 3).
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4.2.2. Retail Stores
Optimizing the process of manufacturing and

retail is of high economic value. The majority
of the big shops use some mechanism to decide
where the products are placed but few do this
on-the-fly. The standard way of studying store
efficiency, for instance, is to hire experts in the
field and ask them to analyze the performance.

Supermarkets started to experiment with new
technologies like RFID to help them control stock,
know more about store efficiency, and aiding on
decision making. In the UK, Marks and Spencer
and Tesco have pioneered the use of RFID for
stock control. A more impressive attempt is the
Metro Future Store, located in Rheinberg, Ger-
many. With the help of RFID technology, the
store is able to provide stock inventory, shelf fill-
ing information, implement a complex costumer
information system, and payment system.

It is surprising that not much has been pub-
lished on how to address the issue of store or-
ganization based on costumer behavior. Self-
organization may play an important role because
people (costumers) in crowds behave very similar
swarms of other animals. With RFID technol-
ogy it is possible to detect the path for individual
costumers and decide on product placement ac-
cordingly. Again here this would be similar to

foraging where paths traversed by the costumer
are being reinforced.

A specific model may also be used to analyze
the effect of changes before implementing them
because the model can predict the outcome. Due
to the self-organizing nature of people, what may
be good for one store may not be necessarily good
for others. A system based on foraging will always
converge to the best to the current scenario.

The possibilities are almost infinite: one can
do profiling of costumers — what they buy, when
they buy; the store can detect corelation between
products which are used to have special offers dis-
played on the path of the costumer for products
that he is likely to buy. The store may also be
able to save on energy cost with an intelligence
light or cooling/heating system.

4.3. Security
4.3.1. Malicious Code Protection

Even the most well developed critical system
will contain some vulnerability. This fact is what
drives malicious code writers to develop programs
that can effectively exploit these vulnerabilities.
To better illustrate the main problems of the cur-
rent state of the art, we will briefly make a com-
parison with biological viruses and immune sys-
tems. A virus is a non-cellular biological entity
that can only reproduce when inside a host cell.
The host cell then bursts and release copies of the
virus that will then attach to new cells, enter the
cells and continue the cycle of bursting, release
of copies, and so on. Our immune system is able
to cope with viruses by recognizing infected cells
(called antigens) and destroying them. Our im-
mune system is able to cope with unknown viruses
using a process of refinement of current phago-
cytes. The systems above only works because we
do have an adaptive immune system. This is the
opposite of what happens in a house fly for in-
stance which is born with a pre-set number of de-
fenses — a non-adaptive immune systems. Flies
can evolve new protection mechanisms but only
thought evolution of their generations. The sce-
nario we find ourselves in computer science with
regards to malicious code protection is similar
to the one of a house fly. Our protection (anti-
virus) are just like the immune systems of a fly
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while the malicious code (computer viruses) are
like the malices. Because anti-viruses contain a
pre-defined set of protection rules, malicious code
writers can exploit this non-adaptive characteris-
tic of the software and write effective malicious
code. Again, the protection system will only han-
dle the new malice in new generations of the soft-
ware — new anti-virus definitions.

Self-organization can be effectively used to pro-
vide adaptive protection against malicious code
in the a similar way humans immune system can
provide protection against antigens. The protec-
tion may works by distributing specialized agents
in the network. These agents would recognize
only few kinds of malicious code. The protec-
tion system enable agents to roam in search of
known threats. Once an agent finds a malicious
code it recognizes, it removes it from the sys-
tem. This process is very close to morphogene-
sis because roaming agents may be seen as not-
quite-specialized cells that only commit when a
threat is identified. As in our immune system,
these agents are attracted to the threat and will
flow to areas of the network where the security
has been breached. As a malicious code spreads,
agents are able to replicate themselves to provide
effective isolation of the compromised part of the
system. Protection agents require the existence
malicious code to replicate — low levels of a par-
ticular threat will cause the number of protection
agents to be reduced. Agents could replicate if
they sense large amounts of malicious code. This
can be implemented by letting the malicious code
act as a sort of pheromone. As its concentra-
tion increases it may trigger the replication of
the the protection agents. New agents can also
be introduced in the system at any point to add
new protections. New versions of old agents can
also be introduced and programmed to remove
the old agents. Most important, systems need
to react quickly to new threats. Each node of a
network can contain a software stub which is in
charge of letting the rest of the network know of
unrecognized activities. This may be efficiently
implemented by letting the stub diffuse the infor-
mation on the network. Protection agents, being
attracted by this diffused information, will flow
to that location following the gradient of diffu-
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Figure 4. Security mechanisms in the taxonomy.

sion (similar to what is described for motion co-
ordination and inspired in molding and flocking).
The information collected by the software stubs
may be used to aid industry in writing new pro-
tections.

In the field of artificial immune systems [41],
IBM [42] followed the idea of having a mechanism
to distinguish in a systems what is self (and safe)
from what is non-self (and consequently unsafe)
(see Figure 4).

4.3.2. Distribution of Security Policies
Network security policies are one aspect of in-

formation which influences the behavior of ob-
jects within the system [43]. Human managers
are adept at interpreting both formal and infor-
mal policy specifications and, if necessary, resolv-
ing conflicts when making decisions. However,
the size and complexity of large distributed sys-
tems has resulted in a trend towards automat-
ing many aspects of management into distributed
components. If policies are coded into these com-
ponents they become inflexible and their behavior
can only be altered by recoding [43]. Little has
been done on the effectiveness of the update of
the policies, and how this update can be carried
out in an autonomous fashion.

Menezes [44] has described a self-organized so-
lution for policy distribution based on foraging
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with elements of molding. Let us first assume a
network in which all the nodes currently have a
copy of the security policy Φ — one can assume
that a node that does not have any policy is sim-
ilar to one that has an outdated policy. Let us
also assign one of the nodes as the initiator of
the policy update process into a Φn where a ver-
sion n is more current than all versions < n. The
distribution algorithm works by making the se-
curity policies active and attracted by older ver-
sions of policies. When a policy Φk is created,
it looks at the neighbors and replicates itself to
the neighbors that contain policies Φ<k. If the
node finds nodes with policies Φ≥k, the individ-
ual stops its activity since other individuals are
already spreading on the network.

Molding is only utilized when there are failures
on the network. Under normal circumstances, a
foraging approach is used in the transition rule
taking in consideration the policy version and
the learned path from previous distribution. Our
transition is given by:

pid (t) =
[τid (t)]α · [δid (t)]β · [ηid (t)]σ∑

h∈Ji
[τih (t)]α · [δih (t)]β · [ηih (t)]σ

In the equation above τid represents the learned
behavior of the system. Each time a policy at
node i chooses the neighbor d ∈ Ji it reinforces
the path i → d so as to indicate to other policies
that the neighbor d was chosen at some point in
the past. This controls the desirability of a node
based on previous experiences of policies at that
location. The term δid is responsible for the deci-
sion being made by the policy with regards to the
version. The older the version at a given neigh-
bor d, the more attractive d is. Last, the term ηid

represents some static information about the net-
work such as link reliability, or maximum avail-
able bandwidth which uses a local update tech-
nique each time a neighbor is chosen. This local
update may modify the values of τ only. The
value of δ is updated at defined intervals in which
nodes “ping” their neighbors for that information.

4.4. Robotic Systems
The use of self-organization in robotics is cur-

rent topic of intensive research. Several surveys

exist covering this application of self-organization
(e.g. [45], and a few sections in [9]), here we try
to complement what has been already described
with a more up-to-date view of the field. In gen-
eral, the power of self-organization with regard
to robotics is about flexibility and robustness. A
group of autonomous robots self-organizing their
activities are able to adapt to dynamic situations,
faults and glitches. For example, if a robot breaks
down, the others can self-reorganize their activi-
ties and take over its duties. Bonabeau et al.[9]
emphasizes that there are several advantages in
having self-organization implemented in robotic
activities. In particular they discuss that ran-
domness and fluctuations in individuals activities
is an asset to problem solving, in that individu-
als become more flexible to changes, more reliable
and more fault-tolerant. In the following, we will
survey self-organizing approaches to tackle two
exemplary application scenarios in multi-robot
systems: motion-coordination and self-assembly.

4.4.1. Motion Coordination
The idea of motion coordination in robotics

is to have multiple robots and any kind of un-
manned vehicles (aerial and ground, UAV and
UGV respectively) — coordinating their move-
ments to achieve cooperative tasks like exploring
an environment or patrolling an area.

A widely-exploited approach is based on the
idea of having robots self-organize their move-
ments on the basis of artificial potential fields
that are digital analogues of the gravitational and
electromagnetic fields [46]. Consider the case of a
group of robots distributed in an environment,
having to orient themselves and to coordinate
their movements. To interact meaningfully, they
use their sensing capabilities (e.g., cameras) to
acquire contextual information. If they do not
have direct means to communicate they necessar-
ily have to coordinate with each other by detect-
ing each other movements and adapt their be-
havior accordingly. Robots could take advantage
from interpreting the environment and the other
robots’ behavior in terms of a field-based repre-
sentation and acting on the basis of fields. An
agent seeing an obstacle through its camera could
represent it as a repelling field, whose strength in-
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creases as the perceived dimensions of the obsta-
cle increase. This approach promotes a clean sep-
aration of concerns between the phase of process-
ing sensorial stimuli and the phase of reacting to
it. Realizing motion coordination patterns with
this approach is relatively easy. For example, if
each robot emits an attracting field, the robots
group at a single point. If each robot emits a re-
pelling field, the robots tend to disperse in the en-
vironment — thus they explore the environment
efficiently without overlapping.

Similar approaches to control robot movements
have been proposed in [47,48]. There, a swarm of
wirelessly interacting robots need to coordinate
their movements to efficiently patrol an unknown
environment. They use their wireless network to
actually spread distributed data structures rep-
resenting the field abstraction. Each robot stores
a piece of such a distributed data structure and
moves on basis of the pieces contained in the
robots in its neighborhood. These approaches
are clearly inspired by the molding and flock-
ing mechanisms. Fields in fact are based on a
marker-based interaction mechanisms. However,
since their actual deployment depends on both
the data structure and the current network topol-
ogy (robots’ positions), this approach has also se-
matectonic elements (see Figure 5).

[49] presents a foraging inspired approach to
coordinate UAVs. It has been implemented by
spreading pheromones in a virtual data-space
shared among the UAV agents. A server holds
a virtual copy of the environment the UAVs have
to explore. UAVs connecting to that server can
store pheromones at the location corresponding
to their physical position. Moreover, they can
access the resulting pheromone trails and move
according to specific rules.

4.4.2. Self Assembly
In robotic self-assembly a large number of sim-

ple interacting micro-robots arrange their respec-
tive positions and connect in a global structure
that is suitable for a specific task. For example,
in a pipe repairing task, a swarm of micro-robots
could be able to navigate in a pipeline, recognize
the presence of holes, and self-assemble with each
other so as to perfectly repair the pipe.

In [50] a method is presented to organize the
growth of a 2D structure in a swarm of mobile
robots. Robots are autonomous, can only sense
their local environment, and are largely inter-
changeable. Each robot is defined by a state value
and a lookup table of transition rules, which spec-
ify conditions under which a robot will connect
itself to one of its neighbor robots. Connections,
as prescribed by the lookup table, take place on
the basis of a robot’s internal state. Robots move
randomly in a 2D square lattice around an initial
robot, called seed, and when the conditions of a
transition rule are met they attach themselves to
neighbor robots. Similar, [51] reports on robots
that build a 3D structure using building blocks
of different types. Robots move randomly in a
3D lattice around an initial building block. They
can sense the presence of building blocks or other
robots within the local 3x3x3 lattice. When a
robot finds a building block, it can pick it up and
carry it toward the growing structure. Then, if
the robot perceives a suitable environmental con-
figuration it deposits the block, making the struc-
ture grow. These two approaches implement the
Nest Building mechanism (see Figure 5).

In [52], each robot runs a simple finite state au-
tomaton in which state transitions are driven by
the local state, the state of neighbor robots, their
locations, and some external information. Com-
munications are limited to the immediate neigh-
borhood and a limited number of bits are ex-
changed at each time step. The goal is not to
create an exact predefined shape, but a struc-
ture with structural or morphological properties.
Any stable “emergent” structure with the desired
properties is satisfactory, with no regard for the
“optimality” or details of the resulting geometry.
This approach is very similar to the nest building
and web weaving mechanism.

The approach in [53] implements the molding
mechanism and enables robots to create regular
spatial distributions like hexagonal and square
lattices. Each robot is like a particle with a mass
and it is subject to “artificial physical” forces en-
abling robots, detecting only nearby robots’ dis-
tances, to spread in the space, creating regular
lattices. [54] and [55] realize molding by propa-
gating multiple signals in the robots’ ensemble.
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Robots react to the current signal configuration
depending on their internal state, realizing com-
plex and articulated structures.

The Swarm-bots project [56,57] concentrates
on the use of self-organization in the assembling
of structures made of insect-sized active compo-
nents. A Swarm-bot is a group of around 30
so called s-bots that self-assemble. The project
focuses on the novel concept of functional self-
assembly. Robots have to assemble in such a way
it is useful for the task they are trying to achieve.
For example, they can form a long chain to over-
pass a crack in the terrain or to climb a high step.

4.5. Networks
4.5.1. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks

Wireless ad hoc and sensor networks challenge
current approaches to routing and network con-
trol Lacking any centralized point of control,
nodes in ad hoc networks must cooperatively self-
organize routing and medium access functions.
Also, nodes in ad hoc networks may be mobile
or ephemeral (like the limited lifetime of battery-
powered sensors), inducing continual changes in
the network topology.

Ad hoc network routing protocols usually dy-
namically build a sort of routing overlay structure
for routing. “Ant Routing” [9] and “Gradient
Routing” [58] make self-organization metaphors

in building the overlay particularly explicit.
Ant routing algorithms apply foraging. Ant

packets explore the best route between specified
source and destination nodes. Instead of having
a fixed next-hop destination, the routing table on
nodes has multiple next-hop choices for a desti-
nation, with a value indicating the goodness of
choosing a hop as the next one to form the route.
These values are initially equal and updated ac-
cording to the ant packets pass by. Given a speci-
fied source node and destination node, the source
node will send out some kind of ant packets based
on the values on its own routing table: the higher
the value of a link, the more likely the ant packet
will be sent to that link. Ants will explore the
routes in the network recording the hops they
have passed. When an ant packet reaches the
destination node, the ant packet will return to the
source node along the same route backward. The
ant packet will change the routing table for every
node increasing the value of the hop it comes from
while decreasing the values of other links. Chang-
ing routing table is like laying down some virtual
pheromone to affect the route of the subsequent
ant packets. Since the route with higher value
is favored, more ants will pick up that route, and
the route will be strengthened. With this positive
feed-back loop, we can expect a best path will be
quickly found. Moreover, when a new best solu-
tion comes up it could be identified and enforced
by ant packets quickly.

Gradient Routing is a routing algorithm specif-
ically conceived for mobile ad hoc networks that
takes inspiration form molding. When a node A
wants to send a message to B, it actually floods
the network with a field-like data structure that
holds, the source id, the message and the num-
ber of hops from the source of the message to the
current node. Such structure not only trivially
hands off the message to B (since the message
reaches all nodes), but also creates a sort of over-
lay field leading back to A, to be exploited for
further uses. If node B wants to reply, it can just
send a message that follows the A field downhill
towards A. The field-like distributed data struc-
tures created can be used also by other peers to
communicate. However, such a field-based data
structure has a limited life, in that changes in the
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network topology due to mobility may invalidate
it. The next message sent by A will eventually
help in rebuilding it (see Figure 6).

4.5.2. Sensor Networks
Sensor networks are a novel scenario compris-

ing a huge number of micro-sensors wireless in-
teracting to monitor an environment in a coor-
dinated manner [59–62]. The key issues being
investigated in the area of sensor networks relate
to the identification of effective algorithms and
tools to perform distributed monitoring of activ-
ities by a cloud of distributed sensors in a phys-
ical environment. Representative goals pursued
by these researches include tracing the position
and movement of an object, determining the oc-
currence of specific environmental conditions, and
reporting sensed data back to a base station in an
efficient way. Techniques for self-localization, self-
synchronization of activities, and adaptive data
distribution, all of which are of primary impor-
tance for any type of modern computing scenario,
have been widely investigated.

Directed Diffusion [63] is a routing algorithm
proposed in the sensor network domain. It makes
an explicit use of metaphors like molding and
ant foraging. Here the problem is how to collect
sensed information from a vast network of sensors

dispersed in an environment. The idea is that a
workstation at the edge of the network can inject
a field-like data structure (inspired to the molding
idea) expressing an interest for a particular set of
events (“query” field). Sensors are able to route
relevant sensed information back to the worksta-
tion, exploiting the field data structure as a guide
with a mechanism similar to the one described
above for the Gradient Routing. Also, the work-
station can reinforce some part of the fields, ap-
plying a sort of reinforcement learning algorithm
similar to ants’ pheromone reinforcement. This
enables those sensors that have acquired “good”
information to report back to the workstation,
while allowing others to forget about the “query”
field (and thus save battery energy) if they are
not able to provide relevant information.

In [64] the goal is to guide a human user or
a robot across an environment where a sensor
network has been deployed. Sensors can detect
dangers nearby and alert and guide users to stay
away from dangerous areas. This “avoid danger”
navigation has been implemented over a grid of
Mica Motes sensors [65]. In particular, a sort
of field-based approach — inspired to the mold-
ing metaphor — has been conveniently used. In
such a potential fields approach, users move un-
der the actuation of artificial forces. The goal
(i.e., the intended destination) generates an at-
tractive potential field pulling the user to it. The
recognized obstacles generate a repulsive poten-
tial which pushes the user away from them. The
(negated) gradient of the total potential is the
artificial force acting on the user. The direction
of this force at a point in the landscape is the
current best direction of motion from that point.

4.5.3. Amorphous Computing
The amorphous computing project [66,67] fo-

cuses on a visionary scenario in which a massive
numbers of identically programmed and locally
interacting computational particles are randomly
dispersed on a surface or mixed throughout a vol-
ume. They are possibly capable of sensing and
affecting the environment. Particles have limited
resources and local information, and are subject
to faults. All particles are programmed identi-
cally, although each of them has an autonomous
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thread of execution, is capable of generating au-
tonomously random numbers, and has a local
state that can depend on past actions. Parti-
cles can communicate with each other by short-
distance radio connections, or through the sub-
strate itself [67], or by emission of chemicals [68].
The key characteristic of amorphous computing is
that particles have no a priori knowledge about
the topology of the resulting communication net-
work. No centralized source of information is
available, and there are no global clocks, and no
global beacons for triangulating positions.

The research in amorphous computing is heav-
ily inspired by biological systems, in particular
by the morphogenesis metaphor. In the research
on Amorphous Computing, a main mechanism in
morphogenesis is the morphogen gradient that re-
sembles a distributed data structure that propa-
gates through a network by changing its values as
it propagates. It can be reproduced in an amor-
phous network of computational particles and it
can be used for a variety of purposes related to
self-organization of activities. In a network of un-
differentiated particles, an initial “source” parti-
cle creates a gradient by sending a message to
its local neighborhood with the morphogen name
and a value of zero. The neighboring particles
forward the message to their neighbors with the
value increased by one, until the morphogen has
propagated through the entire population. Each
particle stores and forwards only the minimum
value it has received for a particular morphogen
name; thus the morphogen value represents the
shortest path from the source. By limiting the
maximum value of a morphogen, one can cre-
ate regions of controlled size. The morphogen
can also be used for local orientation; a parti-
cle can compare values in its local neighborhood
to determine the direction towards or away from
the source. More than one particle could be the
source for the same morphogen, in which case the
morphogen value reflects the shortest distance to
any of the sources. If a single particle emits a
morphogen then the value increases as one moves
radially away from the particle, but if a line of
particles emits a morphogen then the value in-
creases as one moves perpendicularly away. Com-
plex spatial patterning can be created by posi-

tioning without any change to the particle pro-
gram. Since the particles can selectively choose
which morphogens to propagate, particles can act
as barriers to specific morphogens.

5. Conclusion

This paper introduced a taxonomy of self-
organized metaphors and surveyed several appli-
cations that could benefit from the use of self-
organization. We have only scratched the sur-
face of what self-organization and nature-inspired
computing can do to computer science. Self-
organization appears to be the next “big concept”
in science in general, with applications not only
in computer science but in civil engineering, traf-
fic control, medicine, to name but a few. In some
of these fields we have already seen results such
as buildings inspired by nature formations (what
is being called Bionic Buildings) [69] and proto-
types of intelligent control for vehicles [70] which
could have been just easily taken from a flocking
metaphor. In computer science the applications
abound as this paper demonstrated. However, to
allow further progress in this field, one may need
to move from an ad-hoc approach to implement-
ing self-organization to more structured and en-
gineered approaches. We believe our taxonomy
contributes to this goal. Still, one may require
the next step in the development process which
is the study of methodologies and programming
paradigms that reflect well the self organization
of the metaphors described here.

Programmers and designers will understand
that in “self-organized design”, they are more
like conductors of an orchestra — they can set
the pace, but in the end, the quality of the or-
chestra depends on the interactions between the
musicians. In computer science, we are too accus-
tomed to be in control and to have supreme power
over our designs and implementations. In a self-
organized approach, this is not possible given the
complexity of the applications. Computer scien-
tists must have a different state of mind and ac-
cepting uncertainty in their projects.

This paper contributes to the start of this new
way of thinking in computer science where we
learn to design with uncertainty but we can be
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(probabilistically) confident that the system – at
the global scale – will behave as required. We
may be seen the birth of a new period in com-
puter science — the self-organized period.
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